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~ b s t r a c t - ~ .A~ prior case study reported in "Programmatic
Risk Balancing" [D.M. Tralli, IEEE Aerospace Conference
2001 established the suitability of adopting a lifecycle risk
management decision-support tool to the planning of
application projects across NASA's Earth Science
Enterprise. Here we report on a pilot study to gauge the
suitability of this same approach for large-scale planning of
a progression of research and development efforts in the
Aerospace domain. The purpose of the study was to assess
feasibility and utility, and to prototype adaptations to the
approach as and when such adaptations were found to be
needed.
The novel challenges posed by this domain incIuded: scale the overall goal is to plan and monitor $1.5B worth of R&D
spread over several years; scope - information spans tasklevel, project-level and program-level concerns; distributed
expertise - the information on which to base decisions
requires combining inputs from muItiple geographically
dispersed, busy people (i.e., they won't be available to all
meet concurrently, even via a teleconference); and novel
problem domain aspects - for example the world continues
to evolve as the multi-year R&D efforts take place, so that
what might be desirable solutions to aim for this year may be
rendered obsolete and unnecessary a few years hence as
other capabilities mature, or alternately, may continue to be
necessary but less sufficient as demands increase.
The net result was promising: the approach worked, and a
number of interesting observations could indeed be drawn
from the accumulated information. Overall it also pointed to
I
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several possible avenues to scale-up the approach, together
with some remaining key problems.
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The purpose of this pilot study was to determine if the use of
Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP), a tool developed
by Steve Cornford and Martin Feather for NASA at JPL,
initially intended for lifecycle risk management decision
support analysis [1,2,3], can be used for the intelligent
management of an R&D portfolio. In this case, we consider
the evaluation of a number of ongoing research tasks and
their weighted relevance to meeting the objectives of a
narrowly defined set of goals. The purpose of this project
was to demonstrate and evaluate the potential of the Defect
Detection and Prevention (DDP) method to measure
progress toward research objectives, specifically toward
system-level capabilities enabled by NASA aeronautical
technology projects.
The pilot study took as a representative overall objective of
the Aerospace domain that to increase by 50% the

datasets. Also stressed was the use of the decision-support
tool's capability to represent distinct stages of activities, in
this case to capture the multiple years of R&D efforts, and
simultaneously the increasing challenges posed by the
evolution of the "status quo" as airspace throughput
demands are anticipated to increase over several years, and
the influences of other, non R&D, factors (e.g., sociological
considerations) in this same domain.

throughput of the US airspace over the next several years,
with no diminution in safety levels. Gauging feasibility
included determinations of what inputs would be needed,
how they might be gathered from multiple experts and
thereafter reconciled, and how might they be represented
within the risk-centric model. Gauging utility included
application of the decision-support tool's capabilities to
reveal, via a variety of graphical presentations, the results of
its various computations over the accumulated dataset; the
insights gleaned from doing so would be indicative of the
potential value this approach would have in the overall R&D
planning efforts to come.

DDP was developed by JPL as a tool for life-cycle risk
management. It comprises software and methods for
eliciting the necessary input and status data. Applications to
date have focused on assessing and optimizing risk for
projects at various levels. Figure 1 shows the history of the
development of the DDP tool, as well as important case
studies.

The approach followed was to gather representative data
from a pair of domain experts, doing so in a deliberately
loosely coordinated manner to mirror (on a small scale) the
anticipated challenges of information gathering. Preliminary
capabilities of the decision-support tool were exercised to
assist in identification and reconciliation of areas of
contention in the separately collected but overlapping
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research results and NASA objectives for improving the air
nansponation system is complex and
not
research projects can represent alternative, parallel, or
dependent approaches to the desired outcomes; and
progress of research tasks is itself a challenging

The
is an anempt
this method lo
measuring progress toward research objectives. Measuring
such progress for aeronautical technologies has been a
difficult task for several reasons: the relationship between
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activity. DDP has the potential to address these issues
largely because DDP is a risk-centric method. Since risk is
expressed in terms of probabilities, the mathematics
involved in summing the results of alternative, parallel or
dependent activities are relatively straightforward.
NASA's Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate was also
interested in use of the DDP approach during the planning
phase. DDP not only provides information about risks, it
also affords a method of optimizing portfolio investments by
planning for maximum risk abatement for a fmed budget or,
alternatively, determining the minimum budget and portfolio
of activities required to achieve a specified level of risk.
This application would he iterative and dynamic, updating
the best investment strategy as a program progresses,
anticipated risks are abated, and new risks are identified.
DDP also enables program activities to be considered as real
options, focusing on investment strategies to develop
information that will enable optimal downstream decisions.
To avoid assessments based on perceived, rather than real,
changes in risk as a program progresses, these applications
imply a need for an objective, relatively detailed, explicit
method of evaluating risk. DDP is such a method.

Figure 2. The first DDP matrix, Objectives vs Risks and
their impact.
Second, in a separate matrix, a list of mitigations strategies
are generated and their effects scored against all of the
identified risks, shown in Figure 3. The pi represents the
product of the risk reductions delivered by each mitigation.
The risk product is the effect of a particular mitigation on all
risks.
Third, costs are associated with mitigations and trades are
performed to select combinations of mitigations are selected
to cost effectively reduce risk. Tradeoffs may be made
manually, using the expertise of the team. Alternatively,
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques may be used, such as
simulated annealing, to give graphic representations of
analysis. This technique can give a clear representation of
designlcost trades that will allow the project potfolio
management to make informed decisions. [2,3] It is the use
of this third tool, DDP, which is recommended for this
application of enabling portfolio effectiveness.

Risks

Using a diverse team of selected experts, the methodology
of defect detection and prevention has three major steps.
The fnst is a listing of the system objectives portrayed by
the initiating team. In an orthogonal row, relevant risks are
identified by the team of experts and the initiating team
based on their collective experience. These are then ranked
in terms of the impact of a particular risk on all of the
objectives, see Figure 2. The sigma on the top represents
the sum of an individual risk's effect across all of the
objectives and the sum at the bottom is a sum downward of
all risks on a particular objective.
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Risks

Effect - proportion by which risk
reduced if mitigation applied
Figure 3. The second DDP matrix, Mitigations vs Risks and
their effectiveness.

lmpact - proportion of
objective lost if risk occurs

Figures 4-6 show several examples of DDP output views.
The view in Figure 4 is a product of a process called
simulated annealing where a number of combinations of
mitigations and their costs are examined and plotted for their
cumulative effectiveness. In this case it is there is a clear
"knee" in the curve. To the lei3 of the knee, effectiveness
drops rapidly with small changes in cost. To the right of the
knee additional cost provides very little benefit. The
implication is that there is a critical costfmitigation
threshold, in this case right around $1M.

Figure 5 shows another sample view of a DDP output. The
upper bar chart (red and purple) shows a sorted list of risks
for this particular program (from the risks affecting the most
objectives to the ones affecting the least weighted by their
potential impact). These risks are also color coded by the
type of risk, in this case new technology versus engineering
risk. Other possible categories may also be represented in
the DDP tool such as schedule risks, etc.
The lower bar chart in Figure 5 shows a scenario with an
estimate of what would result if a particular set of
mitigations has been implemented (green bars). The
resulting plot shows where mitigations have been predicted
to he very effective for some tasks (nearly all green) or
slightly effective (little green).
Figure 6 shows yet another useful DDP output view. On the
left of this figure, a "thumbnail" chart of all of the risks
sorted by category (general, new technology, engineering,
DDP: Benefits to NASA

and programmatic) and then rank. Just to the right is a
second "thumbnail" showing the effectiveness of a
suggested first year's mitigation program in each of the four
risk areas.
The larger plot in Figure 6 shows the risks and suggested
mitigations for the first year's program with colors
representing schedule, cost, technology and general risks
(grey, yellow, orange and red respectively).
Inset on the right of Figure 6 is a version of the standard
"traffic light" plot. This plot is usually given as a 5x5
matrix, hut in the case of DDP, the granularity of choices is
so high, an integrated or continuous contour version of the
chart is generated. In this view, the threshold levels for high
medium or low risk may he set by the user. Corresponding
lines are shown on the bar chart.
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Figure 4. An example of a simulated annealing DDP output. Steep slopes indicate significant added value for small marginal
expenditures. Shallow slopes indicate little gain for additional expenditures.

Rationale: this capability is an operating tempo that
represents today's capabilities for regular airports and
range, speed, and payload for average commercial
transports, extended to runway lengths less than 5,000 ft.
The runway length was determined from an LMI study
that showed that stub runways or real estate could be
available for such lengths at about half of major airports
and hub airports. It should be understood that this applies
to instrument as well as visual meteorological conditions.

The baseline of this particular study was provided by our
sponsors at NASA. [4] Risks that affect achievement of
NASA aeronautics technology goals include technical
performance,
resource
availability,
schedule,
implementation, and political (i.e., effect of policy
decisions). This evaluation will concentrate on technical,
cost, and implementation risk.

Associated projects:

The project team has selected for evaluation two systemlevel capabilities included in the pathfinder3 framework.
Each of these capabilities is achieved by successful
completion of specific projects, as identified in the
framework. The two capabilities and their associated
projects are as follows:

-

-

The team looked at the specific objectives outlined in the
previous section and then identified risks to achieving
those objectives. The way that risks were identified were
two-fold, first we looked at a typical flight profile from
clearance delivery to the final unloading of passengers. A
cartoon of a typical profile is shown in Figure 7. The
second source of risk identification was a series of
interviews with NASA experts. Figure 8 shows some of
the risks identified in the exercise with some indentured
hierarchy.

Capability 1
Ability,
through
optimization
and
integration
improvements, to increase peak takeoff and landings per
hour by 50% relative to a 1997 baseline (as measured at
the 35 FAA benchmark airports).
Rationale: This capability represents an improvement over
the previously-established objective for 2004 (enable a
35% increase in aviation system throughput in the
terminal area based on 1997 National Airspace System
(NAS) capacities).

The second step in the process was to apply the lists of
ongoing related tasks provided by the aeronautical
research team to the DDP matnx. A more detailed
description of the process for implementing DDP has been
described previously [ 5 ] . In this case, unlike most DDP
exercises, the mitigations were already in place. For the
pilot study, the existing FAA tasks appear as entities that
reduceiretire these risks. The tasks may impact many
risks (and vice versa) either positively or negatively.
Figure 9 shows these lists with portions expanded (the
entire list is too long to show conveniently).

Associated projects:
-

-

Transformational Operations
Integrated Tailored Aerostructures
Autonomous Robust

AATT
Efficient Flight Path Management
Transformational Operations
Advanced Information Capabilities
System Evaluation & Engineering
Quiet Aircraft Technology

The risks, in this case, were looked-at in terms of the
likelihood of additional incidents, or a decrease in safety,
encountered along the typical flight profile given in Figure
7 while attempting to meet the given objectives. The
primary focus was on the many hand-offs and how they
might be impacted by the increased volume requirements
outlined in the objectives.

Capability 2
Ability, through vehicle and operation improvements, to
routinely service (35 takeoffs or landings per hour)
transport aircraft (cruise speed > .8 mach, 2100 mi. range,
passengers > 120) on runways < 5000 ft.

We then interviewed experts (with varying degrees of
buy-in) and had them review and improved the risk model
as well as correlate risks to mitigation tasks. We then
scored risks versus mitigations with internal experts as

3

Pathfinder is a relational database of the elements, assumpttons, and
substantiat~onsthat link technology or project development alternatives,
system requirements, strategies, and strategic objectives.
The
Pathfinder database provides input to the ARMD portfol~oand project
management analytical frarncwork.
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well as some outside inputs. The scoring was between
zero and one with zero having no effect and one having a
most significant impact. Figure 10 shows a portion of the
scored matrix. These scores were only "representative"
and should not be construed as data of suff~cientfidelity to
make decisions. In a formal DDP exercise, it is best to
have all of the experts make the evaluation together or at
the vely least to have more formal interviews.

and the views of the tool to be demonstrated in a more
familiar context, to resolve any disparities, add interesting
alternatives and to visualize and interpret the results.

The scores for the pilot study were to allow the features
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Figure 7. Handoff sequence used for pilot analysis evaluating risk mitigation interactions. [6]
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Risks x Tasks Matrix (how effective at Tasks against Risks)
23 Risks (columns) x 83 Tasks (rows); 995 entries in cells

Figure 10. Matrix showing interaction scoring between risks and mitigations for pilot study.
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Figure 12 also shows a similar effect from the simulated
annealing with a very steep portion of the curve and a
significantly extended flat portion. This plot indicates that
a large number of tasks could be redirected to not
consume resources addressing these particular risks.

5. ANALYSISAND OBSERVATTONS
Direct results of the DDPpilot

For this pilot study, we had no overall budget information,
so we rated the cost as purely the number of tasks. This
essentially assumes that all tasks at the lowest work
breakdown level are funded to about the same level. This
is, of course, not hue, but sufficient for the objectives of
the pilot demonshation.

Implications of the DDP Pilot for ARD

We wanted to pilot the DDP tool on an ARMD case using
narrowly defmed pilot task objective. For this task, we
developed a relatively simple risk model which mapped
tasks against the risks they retired. We held interviews
with taskiproject managers and subject area experts to
identify linkages (not score) results.
The results were that we identified some missing pieces
necessary for infusion. For instance, issueslrisks relating
to the nature and attitudes of the FAA, air traff~c
controllers and the airlines which are not addressed in any
of the identified related tasks.

Scenarios were also run to view the effect of eliminating
the effects on these particular narrow objectives of
eliminating entire programs as well as time progressive
scenarios with and without mitigations (the thought being
that the hafflc and crowding issues outlined in the
objectives would get worse if no action is taken). Figure
13 shows the risk profile comparison of all mitigations
"turned-on" with redirection of an existing program and a
time sequence with business as usual (no mitigations
implemented).

Additionally, for the most of the issues: "everyone is
working on evelything". This can be seen by a linkage
map generated by the DDP tool in Figure 11. This shows
how the different research tasks are related to the various
risks. By the high density of lines, it appears that many of
the tasks (upper lines) appear to be addressing many of
the risks (lower lines).

Topology view: Risks (top rows) vs Tasks (bottom rows)

I

ESTOL

Figure 1 1 . DDP output view showing the interactions between mitigation tasks and risks.
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2.

3.

and most applicants often roundly denounce
the outcomes.
It is not repeatable. You cannot evaluate
future options with the same process because
the techniques, individuals, and processes are
not formalized and documented.
No way to improve neither the processes nor
the outcomes. Because these evaluations are
done on-the-fly there's no corporate
knowledge build up, no baselines to track and
improve from, no method for isolating
process/outcome failures.

This phase was also evident in a recent call for proposals for
advanced technology development program in another
mission directorate. The review of proposals were done
under incredibly short time frames with insufficient staff and
under developed evaluation methods. It was impossible to a
top down assessment nor trades across complex, disparate
proposals.
Figure 14. Tool implementation phases.

The second phase, the tool phase, or as I like to call it "Kill
the Messenger" phase is the worst phase to he in. The tool
phase is where an organization jumps to in order to try and
avoid the negative outcomes of phase 1. However, things
have to get worse before they c& get better. They actually
don't eet worse - it's iust that the oreanization. throueh the
use ofla tool like DDP, realizes reallihow hadphase: was
and how much work they need to do. In particular the tool
phase has these sobering impacts:

The impact of the DDP tool to the Aeronautics Research
Mission Directorate (ARMD) from a management
perspective has passed 2 classical phases. Hopefully,
eventually, it will reach the desired third phase.
The first phase (Figure 14.) was the "business as usual"
scenario which develops evaluation methods on-the-fly,
does not have a systematic quality checking method, and
minimum, to no collaboration tools for complex group
processing. The good features of this phase are:
1.

2.

1.

It's infnitely compressible. Time is not a
problem. No matter how little time you have
you can configure the process to fit. By
definition.
Plausible Deniability. Since it isn't systematic,
lacks built in quality tracking capabilities no
one can he directly accused of poor evaluation
management.

2.

3.

This phase has several very had features which helps most
organizations to start phase 2:
1.

The outcome quality is usually very poor. The
evaluators, the extemal review committees,
10

No more plausible deniahility. The DDP tool
documents the level, and quality of inputs and
outputs. Pedigree becomes a key vocabulary
word. The gaps become very exposed.
Technologists start to circle the wagons. DDP
forces, at the very least, relative assessments to
he made about key facets of a
proposal/technology. Linkage to requirements,
concept maturity, lab capabilities, facility
availability, and funding trades are now
suddenly visible and they often are major weak
points in a given technology proposal.
The first round of DDP usage caused
significant battles between technologists and
evaluation managerslanalysts. These battles
occurred
mainly
because
of
poor
communications and semantics that were
glossed over or ignored in phase 1, hut now
had to he dealt with head-on through the

4.

processes DDP required the parties to go
through.
General panic. The parties involved now fear
they've lost the ability to manipulate the
system to meet their near term evaluation
requirements. They realize that the on-the-fly
method cannot survive long and will have to
dedicate significantly more resources to
systematic development and evaluations of
technologies. The tool itself becomes a threat
and accusations focus on the non feasibility of
a systematic technology description and
evaluation process.

There are however some positive aspects of phase 2:

1.

2.

3.

4.

A line has been drawn in the sand. This
baseline, however tenuous, and whatever
quality becomes an anchor point for
improvement.
Hierarchy structure and strategic linkages. Just
the very initial usage of the DDP tool provides
a framework that helps gives a top down
perspective of an organization's R&D
portfolio.
.
Organizational
situational awareness is
significantly improved. The distance required
to travel in order to improve the quality has
become clearer.
Even if the organization continues to do onthe-fly evaluations the exposure to DDP like
processes, visualizations, and outcomes will
allow more rigorous critique of the phase 1
type processes and add additional fuel to the
fire to not only permanently leave phase 1, but
to also transition from phase 2 to 3.

A risk model pilot study was generated that allows tasks to
be thought of as risk reduction activities. We can now ask
what risks are reduced and how much by when. We can also
identify areas for which additional data is desired and step
back to a bird's eye view of the task portfolio.
This high level view allows us to identify where risks are
being over or under addressed, provides a baseline against
which to compare products, and allows us to more easily
evaluate what if scenarios.

By running this pilot study, we are explicitly able to see the
consequences of various changes in: program funding, task
scope, task progress and the status quo.

Our vision of the future was demonstrated by addressing two
(very hard) problems to solve. We have demonstrated a
number of analysis scenarios and capabilities, including:
How to pick an optimal portfolio
Traceability
of progress using
available
information
Strategic planning
Identifying levels of information fidelity
How to validate the sum of the efforts to get what
we want
Task management
How to use risk retirement as a measure of progress
Predicting likelihood of success
Identifying rnitigatiodadjustment/fall-back options
Identifying driving requirementsiobjectives
Identifying tall-poles
How to verify the data from individual tasks.

We have illustrated (I hope) how the results of the risk
model would be used in DDP and the value it would provide
For future work, we plan to go beyond representative data
and do a more detailed case study. Additionally, we are
responding to the question of "How would you do 100 of
these a year?"
We have tried to paint a picture of how the task-level risk
retirement approach that would be integrated with higher
level portfolio work - top down meets bottom up in the
middle and propose to take discrete steps
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